
PROLOGUE 

He was watching her. Though he never made eye contact, from under his long, dark lashes, he watched. 

His perfect lips curled, almost too minute to perceive. It made a full body exam decidedly awkward. 

But she was done. Khalia pointed to his clothes, folded neatly on the table, and with the same 

obedience she expected, he picked them up and began pull them on. Even with her eyes on her 

clipboard, she could still feel his gaze. She glanced up. The bluish fluorescent light sent glints off his 

eyes as he dropped them. 

MFP25A12 was her third and last examination of the morning. The other two had been in perfect 

condition. She’d recorded every parameter, all within limits, almost exactly on target. Not A12. Vitals, 

in limits. Height, 183 cm—in limits. Weight, 80.73 kg—drastically out of limits. At his age, he should 

be not less than 90kg. Khalia scanned the parameter sheets of the last two months. His weight gain had 

leveled off two weeks ago, even after adjustments to his diet. 

Thud. Khalia glanced up. The MFP was, for once, not looking at her. He’d dropped his shoe onto the 

concrete floor. She shook her head, and flipped through his records. 

He was reject—garbage. 

Khalia sighed and took one last glance across the pages. As she flipped back to the first page, her 

eyes lit on a section titled “Intelligence Quotient. Limits 100-120,” and below it, the number 183. 

Her head snapped up. A12, now dressed in his black garments, didn't bother to lower his gaze. He 

stared at her, full on. 

"Hey." She pointed with two fingers toward the floor. His chin tilted downward in obedience but his 

lip curled again. 

Khalia shivered. What rogue gene had slipped through, gracing this specimen with genius IQ? 

She should test him. Maybe it was a mistake, a transcription error. Who had tested him? The 

signature was Adam’s. She needed to ask, even if by all physical signs MFP25A12 was destined to be 

rejected. Barjinder would want to know how this happened. 

Khalia grabbed a blue tag from one of the many hooks beside the light switches. It read “Further 

Testing Required”, the one right beside the red “Reject” tag, stark crimson against the snow-white wall. 

She stuck it to the Velcro patch on A12’s sleeve. 

“Come.” 



She opened the door and led him into the wide, fluorescent lit hall, past the rows of exam-room 

doors, and into the airlock. She shed her shoe covers and lab coat and pushed him ahead of her into the 

warm yellow light of the corridor. "I'm taking this one for further testing,” she said to the forms clerk. 

She signed the sheet that was handed to her, and then led her charge two doors over to the genetics lab. 

Barjinder’s desk was empty. She’d get the MFP situated, then go find him. 

Khalia opened the door of the holding room, an eight by eight room with a cot and a toilet, and let 

her charge pass by her. She turned and set the clipboard in the folder by the door and grabbed the log 

book to fill it out. Her pen had just formed the letters “M F P” when she heard a slight rustle. 

Her head turned, and she was nose to nose with the MFP. She squeaked, and then his hands were on 

her throat. She thrashed, he pushed her against the wall, pinning her. Her lungs burned empty, her head 

swam. She made one last effort to jerk free. He was a brick wall.  

Black spots grew larger and larger. 

The last thing Khalia saw before she lost consciousness was his dark eyes, gazing deep into hers. His 

lip was still curled. 



CHAPTER 1 

Brrring. Brrring. 

Casey’s arm pinned Justine momentarily as he reached across her and shut the alarm off. “Enough 

already,” he muttered in her ear. 

“It’s too cold.” Justine burrowed into his side and put her face in his neck. He smelled like soap, and 

he was deliciously warm and solid beside her. And outside it was dark, and freezing. 

His lips tickled her ear, nibbled the lobe, and pushed against the delicate skin behind. Justine twisted 

in his arms, met his smiling green eyes just for a moment, and found his mouth with hers. For a moment 

his lips possessed hers, hungry and gentle all at once. She pressed up against him. 

“No, no,” he muttered against her lips. He dropped his arms and rolled out of bed. “Ah, dear God, 

it’s cold.” He hopped from one foot to the other as he leapt into his pants. “Ah, dear Jesus, must I?” He 

jerked on the lamp’s cord as he snatched up his shirt from the chair. 

“No.” Justine drew the covers over her head to get away from the light. She smiled in spite of 

herself. He was too cute in the morning, dark curls all rumpled, skin covered with goose-pimples as he 

rushed to get into his clothes, complaining good-naturedly all the while. 

The blanket jerked off her face, and Casey grinned down at her. 

“It’s my happy place too,” he tweaked her nose. “But duty calls.” The bed wobbled as he got up and 

padded in sock feet out of the bedroom. In a moment, she heard the clank of the kettle against the metal 

sink and the gush of the faucet. The building’s old pipes groaned.  

Casey hummed tunelessly in the other room. The radiator clanked and rattled, and air started 

blowing. 

“Ohhh…” Justine rolled out of bed and sat for a moment, her feet poised over the bare floorboards. 

In the kitchen she heard the distinct creak of the toaster as Casey depressed the springs. Breakfast would 

be ready in a minute. 

She mustered up her willpower, put her feet down, and then rushed around the room at top speed, 

throwing on her jeans and her sweatshirt, grabbing Casey’s wool sweater from the chair where he’d 

forgotten it. By the time she reached the kitchen, she was almost warm. 

Casey was just pouring the water over tea leaves.  

He would pick up their weekly rations tonight, on his way back from the work truck, and they’d get 

coffee with breakfast again. She sat down at the table by her toast, and Casey pushed his chair back and 



plunked down. He covered her hand with his own, bowed his head, and said “Lord, thank you for a new 

day. May we glorify you today. Grant us strength to do your will cheerfully. Grant Justine courage as 

she begins her new position. Thanks for your provision. Amen.” 

As Justine bit into her wheat toast she realized it was generously buttered. At the same moment, 

Casey set his down to take a sip of tea, and she saw his bread was dry. 

“Case…” She took his uneaten toast and switched it for her own. 

He switched them back. “I’ll get butter at the farm.” 

“But I’ll get food at the plant.” 

He held her gaze, unflinching. 

“Okay.” She bit into her toast again. She’d catch it next time. 

“So, first day on the production floor?” Casey smiled weakly over his teacup. 

“First day.” Casey knew how she’d hoped to fail the two-week training course, anything to avoid 

going onto the facility floor. She didn’t want to work with Manufactured Persons. She didn’t want to be 

any part of manufacturing human beings. She’d seen them walking past the window, patrolling the 

district, every one of them near twins of each other, the imprint of what someone had decided was 

perfect. 

And someone like Casey, the beautiful man gazing at her across the table, worked himself to 

exhaustion just to provide for her because he wasn’t gifted enough to make it into the academies and 

into a professional position. Though, she would never have met him if he had, because she wasn’t good 

enough for that either. And now she was chosen to work at Caspian. There was no choice in the matter 

for her. 

“You will do good there,” Casey said quietly. 

Justine chewed her toast and looked down.  

"And you'll finally be able to tell me if an Empty has a belly button." 

Justine's gaze flew up toward his.  

Casey winked. He grinned at her, then stuffed the last of his toast in his mouth. He drank the last sip 

of tea and stood up. “My bus will be here soon. I’m going down,” he sighed and shrugged. “Three more 

weeks. I better enjoy it.” 

She raised her face, and he dropped a kiss on her eyelids and ran a finger down her jaw. Then Casey 

grabbed his bag from the hook by the door, slung on his coat, and stomped into his boots. Justine’s 



stared at the last bit of toast in her hand as he clomped down the stairs toward the street. Yes, three more 

weeks until Casey was laid off for the winter, and her income became all they had. 

She ate the toast. Her bus was only five minutes behind Casey’s. 

The bus rumbled up to the gates of the district and jerked to a stop. The last few passengers crammed 

their way on. Lisa squished onto the seat beside Justine and squeezed her hand. 

“Good morning,” Justine said softly. 

“Good morning.” Lisa leaned in. “Church is at your place, not Ernest's, right?” 

Justine smiled weakly. “Yeah.”  

Lisa laughed under her breath. “Case is preaching?” 

Justine smiled. “Yeah. He rehearsed on me last night—like he needs it.” 

“You set to start?” 

“I guess.” 

“The supervisor told me that I’ll be training you.” 

Relief washed over her. “Good. Oh, good.”  

Two MP guards swung open the chain-link gates and the bus ground into gear again. It rolled off the 

rutted gravel road onto a paved street and picked up speed down the thoroughfare. They flew past tall 

brick apartment buildings; the worst of the professional district and far better than anything Justine had 

ever lived in. Big-box stores with massive, empty, parking lots, not yet opened, flanked the road.  

Justine looked down at her lap. Yes, she was vaguely curious what was in those stores. She’d only 

heard stories. But compared to the small, government-run stores in her district, they looked awfully 

intimidating. 

Lisa’s blond head bobbed against her shoulder, her eyes shut. A forty-five minute bus ride usually 

provided Justine with a half-hour nap. But not this time. This time her eyes stayed wide open as the bus 

bumped over the bridge into the industrial district. The white steam clouds melded into the grey sky. 

Snow wafted down against the bus windows as it stopped at the train tracks. A tanker train inched by, 

and when it finally passed, Justine saw the square silver sides of Caspian genetics. Beyond it, trees. 

They’d reached the edge of the city. They’d go no further. 

Justine followed Lisa through the halls of the manufacturing floor with her fingers tangled in the too-

long sleeves of her grey scrubs. The shiny new shoes pinched at her toes. 



The bright white hall was a crush of people in grey scrubs and hairnets, each getting to their process 

rooms, each checking logbooks and paperwork and visiting with the nightshift people. Lisa pushed her 

way through, greeting every second person by name. 

“Okay, here we go.” Lisa paused by double doors. “This is the fourth-stage corridor. According to 

the board, we’re in room 912 for the morning, which is a dormitory room. We’ll be taking vitals as the 

MFP’s receive their breakfast. We’ll also be ensuring that they all receive the correct meal, as some of 

them are on special diets.” 

“O-Okay.” 

Lisa grabbed her by the shoulders. “Don’t feel threatened or uncomfortable. The MFPs are 

accustomed to us moving around them and testing them. They probably told you in orientation, but the 

MFPs won't look us in the eye and we're encouraged to not look them in the face. Just be businesslike 

and efficient. We have a lot to get through.” She reached past Justine. “Gloves on. See this screen?" She 

pointed to a large, flat screen by the door. In simple, primary colors, the screen had the layout of the 

room—eight rows of beds. Each bed had an icon beside it like a little man. As Justine watched, one 

moved slightly. 

"Each MFP has a tracker implanted in the arm that shows its location at all times." Lisa peered at the 

screen. "We're also tracked using our pass bracelets. You can use this screen to search for a room, if 

you're not sure which it is, and also for a supervisor if you need one. I'll show you later. Right now 

we've got to take over from graveyard shift." 

She swung the door open into a large, rectangular room, lit with a friendlier light than the corridor, 

and also warmer. The room was filled with rows and rows of beds, all neatly made with grey blankets. 

MFP’s in black, long-sleeved shirts and pants stood, straight and motionless, at the foot of each bed. The 

scent of the room was just like a hospital. Clean, sterile. It might be warmer with cozier lighting, but 

there was nothing homey about it. The walls were the same slick white paint and the floor was painted 

concrete. 

“How far have you gotten on the vitals?” Lisa said to the two operators who were walking toward 

them down the aisle. 

Justine glanced at the nearest MP. Her eyes met his deep blue ones. He dropped his gaze swiftly and 

his face tightened as if he was startled. 

Justine grimaced. Oops.  



Blue eyes. She'd never seen one with blue eyes before. The Empties weren't strictly identical. Some 

had a slight wave to their hair, while others had hair needle-straight. Some had aquiline noses, others 

had turned up ones. But every one she'd seen had eyes in a shade of brown. 

“First two rows,” Peter said, “Breakfast will be here in ten.” 

“Thanks.” Lisa took his clipboard and ran her fingers down each column, reading silently. She did 

the same with Maizy’s. “Looks good. Thanks.” 

Maizy and Peter said, “Have a good shift,” simultaneously and walked out. 

“Okay.” Lisa blew out a breath and pulled her pen from her pocket. “They left the cart at the last one 

they did. Let’s see if we can do two checks before the food gets here.” 

Lisa approached the first MFP, the blue-eyed one. He held out his arm, and she grabbed a wand off 

the cart. She waved it over his shoulder until it beeped, and the tablet on the cart lit up. She didn't look at 

his face. She didn’t speak to him, just took a blood sample and made a few notes on the chart. 

“Got it?” she asked. 

Justine let out at trembling breath. “Walk me through it?” 

“You bet.” Lisa nodded for her to go up to the next one. 

“Good morning,” Justine murmured as she approached the next MFP. She focused on his chin. It was 

at eye-level anyway. “How are you?” 

Lisa made a sound in the back of her throat. 

“Sorry.” Justine took wand, and the MFP held out his arm. She waved it over the MFP until it 

emitted a little metallic ping. 

"Okay, so that registers the data," Lisa bent in to look at the tablet computer, "But we can choose to 

accept or retake if the numbers are no good." She scanned the numbers and pressed the green 'accept' 

square. "If we don't like the numbers, we can take the test manually and record it on the chart to be 

entered later. Now just the sample." She passed the syringe. 

 “Okay," Justine turned back to the MFP, "Almost done...” She could feel her face going hot. 

Lisa shook her head slightly. She wasn’t supposed to talk. Well, she was a nervous talker, and not 

talking made this even more awkward even though the MFP was compliant, and stared straight ahead 

the whole time. 

Just as she finished, the door swung open and operators came in, pushing carts of trays. 

Lisa led her toward the doors. “No talking, okay?” 

Justine looked down. “I know, it’s just awkward.” 



Lisa paused. “Yeah, it is at first. It’s not like it’s against the rules to talk to them. It just… makes it 

easier if you don’t.” 

“Why?” 

Lisa leaned in close. “Because these Empties are only months away from being sold, Justine.” 

Justine’s stomach lurched. Right. Right, these men around her were born and raised to be sold—sold 

to countries that could afford to spare their ‘real’ citizens from the destruction of warfare. 

“You kinda get used to it,” Lisa said softly.  

“You know how I feel,” Justine said. She looked over Lisa’s shoulder and briefly caught the eye of 

the blue-eyed MFP before his long, dark lashes dropped and he turned his head. He was beautiful. If he 

were born into a wealthy family, the middle class girls would buy magazines because his face was on 

the cover. “I don’t see any difference between—“ 

“Shh!” Lisa grabbed her wrist. “I’m not heartless, okay? But we all have to cope, and we all have to 

make it out of here at the end of the day. Got it?” 

“I know.” Justine squeezed her shoulder with her free hand. “But my coping just might be different, 

okay?” 

Casey’s words rang in her ears. You will do good there. 

Oh God, I hope so, Case. 

__ 

The travel mug slipped from Khalia’s hand just as her swipe card passed the swipe-station and the door 

clicked.  

Khalia kicked it through the door ahead of her and let the warm interior air wash over her before she 

stooped to pick it up. She was cold, damn cold, and wet, thanks to the damn bus that had been damn late 

for the third damn time, and then had the gall to splash water all over her as it pulled away. 

And she felt sick. Her stomach was compressed into a hard ball in her center, empty because in her 

frantic effort to get out of the house, she'd forgotten. Her mind was on the medication stashed in her 

desk, where she'd forgotten it the day before. She'd barely slept, her chest was so tight with the panic of 

not having the pills in the house. 

She shoved her way through the turnstiles, barely looking at the security desk, where two guards 

were laughing and talking, with guns hanging off their shoulders, and past the buzzing HR offices. The 



three ladies chatting by the front desk looked up with big eyes, and immediately bent their heads 

together. 

Yeah, gossip about me, you dirt-bags. 

Khalia barged through the lab door without even looking up. Her feet pointed toward her desk. 

“Good of you to join us, Khalia.” Adam’s deadpan voice made her halt.  

“The bus…” Khalia mumbled, then cut herself off as she glanced toward him.  

Everyone stood in a semi-circle around Adam, lab-coats buttoned, hands clasped behind their backs. 

Barjinder met her gaze and his brown eyes softened. Adam peered at her over his clipboard. His hand 

was still poised, as if he'd been making some almighty point. 

Khalia pushed past and dropped her bag on her desk with a solid clunk. She fumbled in the drawer 

for the pills. 

“As I was saying,” Adam turned and squared his narrow shoulders. The fluorescent light reflected 

through his thinning hair. “This is..." his voice faded out as Khalia's fingers closed around two small, 

green pills. She dropped them on her tongue and gulped them down with a wash of cold coffee. She set 

the cup down, squeezed her eyes shut and sighed. Her hand fumbled to stick the bottle into her purse, 

but it just scrabbled across the papers on her desk. Khalia opened her eyes yanked the bag toward herself 

and glanced around. Mina and Jennifer walked, heads together, toward their desks at the far side of the 

lab. Jennifer laughed, high and shrill. Adam's drone continued. His gesturing hands poked and waved 

from behind a white, lab coated back. A dark head nodded. 

"Oh..." Khalia froze in place with the bottle poised above the purse. It was Monday, and that was 

Vermeer, her new assistant-read-replacement. And she had just walked past him and dove for her 

medication. 

Not fair, not today of all days. 

She took a covert glance at his back. His erect figure towered over Adam—square shoulders, 

slender, sable hair in a short, fashionable style. He'd turned his head slightly to the side as if skeptical. 

He had just a bit of neat facial hair. Was it to make him look older? 

Dominic Vermeer was young, twenty-six or seven, but the man had an impressive resume and she 

was determined to like him, as unlikely as that seemed. Maybe he'd become an ally of sorts. She needed 

one. But now she just hoped the oxy kicked in before Vermeer put his fine ass in the seat next to her. 

Khalia squared her shoulders and got up. She screwed the top off her coffee cup with hands that 

trembled and exited out the back toward the cafeteria. She'd be composed by the time she got back. 



When she returned with a full coffee cup and a muffin, Vermeer already sat at the desk next to hers, 

speaking numbers quietly into the laptop. Images and input boxes flicked across the screen at 

tremendous speed, but as she slipped through the door he looked up. He jerked back his chair and stood. 

"Doctor Kassis." He held her gaze with intent brown eyes that glittered from behind a dark fringe of 

lashes. She had to tip her head back to look him in the face as she walked forward to accept his extended 

hand.  

She squared her shoulders and smiled. "Khalia, please." 

"I've read all of your published papers," he said as she released his hand. 

Khalia pressed her lips together for a moment so her mouth wouldn't drop open. "Oh, uh, thank you. 

I perused your doctoral thesis as well. It was... interesting." 

So, you're a looker and a kiss-ass. Great. You'll go far here, one way or another. 

"This didn't faze the management at Caspian, apparently," Vermeer's lip curled. 

"Indeed." The man had written about 'post production death rates among manufactured persons'. 

Postulating that the number one cause of death among Empties was suicide hadn't been a popular 

conclusion. She'd doubted his reasoning, but she couldn't deny that he had moxie.  

Khalia took a step back and glanced around the room. "Barjinder got you situated? I'm sorry I didn't 

greet you properly earlier. I had some unforeseen circumstances this morning." 

"No trouble," he said. 

"I will give you a tour of the production floor this morning, but first I have some policies for you to 

read and sign. Have a seat, I'll just go get them." 

"Of course." 

As she turned to her desk for the sheaf of policies, Khalia caught sight of Adam marching toward her 

desk. She sighed. 

"Vermeer's bracelet." The slim metal bracelet, sealed in a plastic bag, dropped in front of her. Adam 

leaned in and said in a low voice, "You know, if you're unhappy with my choice of assistant for me, just 

say it to my face, Khalia." 

What, was that what being late made him think? Khalia looked up into Adam's fat face. He had a 

smudge of something purple in the corner of his mouth, probably grape jelly. Of course, she wouldn't 

tell him. Let him figure out that he'd oriented the boy-wonder with breakfast on his face. "No, I'm not 

unhappy with your choice, Adam," she said coolly, "And if you're here to lecture me on being late, you 

tell me to my face." Adam knew she'd worked late last night, finishing work he was supposed to do. 



"No, I'm not..." Adam mumbled, glancing at his scuffed dockers. "Just give Vermeer the policies and 

the tour, okay?" 

"I have the policies right here." She tapped the folder. "I'll give him the tour after break. Good 

enough?" 

"Yeah." Adam walked away. 

Khalia blew out her breath and glanced over her shoulder at Vermeer, who had returned to his 

computer. No, she wasn't unhappy with Adam's choice, though she'd been miffed when he'd made it 

clear she had no real input in the matter. If Vermeer would just work hard and not be a pain in the neck, 

everything would be fine. If she could trust him, maybe even call him a friend, well... that might be too 

much to hope for. 

__ 

“Here is your permanent key bracelet." Khalia said above him. A thin metallic band, with Dominic's 

name printed on it, clunked onto the desk in front of him, the pass that got him through every door. "I 

will take you on a tour of the facility.” 

Dominic looked up from the stack of papers he’d been signing—non-disclosure agreements, 

blackout policies. “Sorry?” 

Khalia had stood up from her desk. Standing straight and tall, chin lifted, she hardly had to bend her 

head to meet his eyes. Her glossy dark eyes stared at the bridge of his nose, not his eyes. “A tour? Of the 

facility? It must be a tad more interesting than reading a record-retention policy.” 

Dominic pushed his chair back. Indeed. Indeed it was. That was what he’d been waiting for all 

morning, while pretending to read each document slowly and carefully. “Of course. Lead off.” 

“I remember reading all those policies,” Khalia said as she held the lab door open. “They make more 

sense once you actually deal with sensitive materials.” 

“They make sense.”  

“Oh.” She paused in the hall. “Good. Because you will deal with many sensitive documents, as I am 

sure you are aware." 

He was. In fact, he was banking on it. 

"We will enter the manufacturing floor through the production office,” she said. 

They passed along a narrow hall between rows of desks. Dominic took no notice of the people sitting 

at them, though he could feel eyes on him.  



Khalia opened a door labeled “Entering MFP Production Area, gowning in effect”. A metal locker 

stood in the corner, along with bins of gloves and masks. Khalia handed him a lab-coat and pointed to a 

bin of shoe-covers. Dominic was already reaching for them. 

“I presume the gowning at Symbiosis is similar,” Khalia said as she snapped the lab coat shut under 

her chin. Its hem dangled mid-calf. 

“Yes and no.” 

She reached up and touched a screen that hung beside the door. Its shiny, black surface came to life 

with a floor plan of the manufacturing area. "If you are unsure of where you need to go, you can search 

for any room by number or title on this map. For instance," she tapped on a button and said, "Rejection." 

A square on the map lit up. 

"If you need to find someone on the manufacturing floor, you can search by person or by employee 

number. Everyone, including yourself, is tracked by bracelet. MFPs are tracked by implanted chips and 

can be searched for by lot number." She tapped another icon. "Manufacturing Supervisor." Three blue 

dots appeared on the screen—two in one room, and another scurrying down a corridor." 

Dominic reached around her and tapped the button. "Dominic Vermeer." 

A silver light lit up in the airlock on the map. 

He tapped the room icon. "Toilet." 

Nothing lit up. 

"Good try," Khalia said in a wry tone. "Try that in the lab, then search for Adam Richards. He's 

probably in it."  

Dominic laughed. 

"The bracelets can track our activities," Khalia said, "Similar to how MFP data is tracked. But for the 

moment, none of that data is recorded." 

"So it can track Adam's bowel movements?" Dominic muttered under his breath. He didn't like the 

idea of being monitored, but he'd expected it. 

She must have heard him, for a tiny smirk played about her lips. She reached for the door handle. "I 

don't know what the policy is at Symbiosis, but at Caspian there are rules of conduct around the MFPs 

that I should outline as we interact with some of the product." She held her wrist up to the swipe station. 

The station beeped and the door clicked open. They passed out of the airlock into a wide, white hallway. 

Two workers in grey scrubs walked by, their hair-netted heads together. "The MFPs are conditioned to 

not look people in the eyes. They will only speak when spoken to. It is our policy to also avoid eye 



contact, and to speak only when necessary to give directives. There is to be no physical contact beyond 

what is necessary for our work." 

"Has that been a problem?" Dominic asked dryly. 

She turned back to look at him with narrow eyes. "People are strange, Mr. Vermeer. But the rule is to 

protect the product—from abuse or," her mouth twisted into a smile, "from love, whatever your 

definition of that is."  

"At Symbiosis the products are expected to interact seamlessly with humans," Dominic said, "They 

looked us in the eye." 

"And were trained to mimic human emotions and social skills. I know," she kept walking, "But these 

MFPs have no need for social skills." 

"And there are too many of them," Dominic said to her back, "They need to remain compliant, and 

that's how you do it." 

"Hah," she didn't even turn back. "That's true, but I know better than anyone that you get the 

occasional outlier. I'm the only Caspian scientist to be attacked in the lab by an MFP." 

Dominic smiled grimly to himself. Oh, he knew. 

"It was logical, really," she glanced over her shoulder, "I'm small."  

They paused by a blue, roll-up door. Inside, workers in grey scrubs and blue aprons sprayed things 

with hoses and pushed shiny stainless-steel containers by the door. 

“This is where all the cleaning of production equipment happens,” she said. “Laundry and food 

dishes are separate operations.”  

Dominic peered through the plastic window in time to see an operator squirt a steam hose into a 

silver container. Red fluid sprayed out, mixed with water. 

Dominic recoiled and swung to look at Khalia. She'd left him behind. He jogged to catch up. He 

could taste bile in the back of his throat. 

Khalia's lab-coated back stopped, and Dom pulled up beside her. He was composed again. 

“These rooms contain biocribs for the earliest stages of development, but no new MFP’s are in 

development right now,” she said. “The last lots are maturing, and after one last production round we 

will, of course, begin producing MFP2s.” 

Inside it was just light enough to see rows of shelves containing what appeared to be glass, fluid 

filled boxes. But Dominic knew better. Inside those compartments, MFPs were raised from zygote to the 

fetal stage.  



Where he’d been raised. 

“In here we have the secondary stage, also empty.” Khalia indicated a room full of larger glass 

biocribs. Workers in yellow rubber suits waded among foamy cleaner. “The chambers have just been 

emptied, the MFP’s taken to third stage.” 

They turned the corner into another white hall. This one teemed with workers, pushing carts, 

carrying bundles, rushing everywhere. No one looked up. And in one corner, two security guards stood 

with guns strapped to their backs, talking to each other. 

Those hadn’t been there back in the day. Had his escape set that ‘precaution’ in motion? He 

suspected so. Just as they'd implemented location-tracking chips, embedded in each MFP. If he'd been 

given one, so long ago, escape would have been impossible. 

“Here is the third-stage corridor.” Khalia grabbed two ear loop masks from a box on the wall and 

handed one to him. “Let’s go in.” 

Air whooshed out of the pressurized room into Dominic’s face. Khalia paused in the doorway and 

began explaining their specific maturation process, but Dominic wasn’t listening. 

Rows and rows of six-foot biocribs were before him, glass boxes like roomy coffins, but containing 

living bodies. Hoses snaked into them, lines that contained water, liquid feeding lines, catheter lines that 

took care of the MFP’s bodily functions. Grey-clad workers moved silently among then, viewing HMI 

screens on each biocrib and making notes on their clipboards. Each box glowed cold blue and emitted a 

familiar bass hum.  

Dominic could just see into the nearest one, just see bare, adult-sized feet, and beyond that, in the 

next, a dark head. The room was warmer than he remembered. He remembered it being cold as he 

emerged from the biocrib the first time. 

He stepped forward, then checked himself. Khalia was still talking. 

Dominic nodded as she finished, as if he’d heard and understood everything, and followed her into 

the first row. They paused by the first crib. The MFP inside was just under the six-foot specified height 

that Dom knew he was bred for. His bare skin, tinted blue from the light, was smooth and hairless, his 

face bereft of expression, still retaining traces of childish features in spite of his height. This one was an 

adolescent, still a few months from immerging from the biocrib to be matured on his own strength. 

Matured, taught to speak, to know all the basic things a human should know, and most important, to 

obey. 

Dom scanned the HMI as Khalia explained each screen and its functions. 



“This graphs its weight-gain,” Khalia said, pointing at a yellow graph against the white HMI 

background. “As you can see, it is on schedule.” She flipped to another screen. “This is a map of its 

brain function. The MFP is currently in a rest state. Every eight hours they switch to another cycle which 

stimulates the brain and allows the brain to develop normally.” 

Indeed. As if it were possible to make up for a normal childhood.  

“Its brain function is inside specifications.” Khalia pressed the home screen button and moved on to 

the next crib. The specimen inside was nearly identical to the other—dark hair, the start of classic, 

handsome features. A worker hurriedly wrote something down and moved to the next one. 

“They are taking parameter readings, and adjusting the biocribs as necessary,” Khalia said. They 

paused at the last crib in the row, and Dom glanced in. The youth inside was skinnier than the others. 

His ribs were definite ridges under his pale skin.  

“Is this one younger or is he behind?” he asked. 

She flipped through screens on the HMI. “It’s behind. Looks like it’s nutrition mix has been changed 

today to see if it can be caught up.” 

If not, it was rejection for this MFP. Dominic bit his tongue until he tasted blood. "Maybe it is early 

to ask this, Ms. Kassis, but what is your percentage of reject on a given lot?" 

She smiled wryly at him. "I thought you would know that." 

"In-process mortality wasn't part of my research. I only studied post-production deaths among 

manufactured persons. So what is it?" 

"One point three percent," she said as she narrowed her eyes at the HMI, "One MFP per lot, more or 

less. This looks like a simple fix. I doubt there will be product loss." 

But that percentage was averaged over a thousand or more lots. Dominic clenched his teeth and 

watched her brown eyes whisk back and forth across the screen. Hatred splashed up inside of him, and 

for a moment he imagined grabbing her and slamming her head into the glass HMI. It wouldn't be hard. 

He'd overpowered her before. 

She looked up then, and saw him looking at her. She smiled tightly, but her doe eyes were weary, 

even sad. The anger passed. He needed her, Dominic thought as he followed Khalia from the room. She 

was his most likely ally, even if it were only unwittingly. 

__ 



Khalia got up and took the sheaf of papers with her. Vermeer was just through the door in the MFP2 

designated lab, bent over pages and pages of preliminary research—her research. After his tour on the 

floor, he'd requested to begin reading immediately. 

Khalia passed by him and went to the section of lab that she’d already set up on Friday. The bin of 

beakers, vials and containers, all empty, stood waiting to be cleaned and approved for use. She felt a 

slight rush of excitement. She loved setting up a new project, and she’d grudgingly looked forward to 

starting actual, material tests of MFP2. 

She donned long, rubber gloves, measured the caustic cleaner into a basin, and filled it to the line 

with water. Then she carefully set each item into the cleaner to soak. While that sat, she turned to 

sanitize the purified water tap. 

She sprayed bleach all over the tap and hooked the spray bottle on the ledge above it. Bleach 

dribbled down the side of the bottle onto the floor. She fiddled with the cap and reached for a paper-

towel to wipe it up. 

“Khalia,” Vermeer said behind her. “I seem to be missing a page.” 

“What?” Khalia spun around. As she turned, her foot slipped on the spilled bleach and she reached 

out for anything to steady herself. Her hands caught the edge of the basin filled with cleaner, and it slid 

toward her. She realized her mistake just in time to push it back onto the counter, but a wave of water 

and cleaner rolled over the side and down her front. 

She felt a burning itch immediately, and then, pain as it soaked onto her skin. She yanked the fabric 

of her lab coat away from her body and stood staring down at her front. 

“Khalia!” Vermeer grabbed her from behind and shoved her toward the emergency shower.  

She didn’t realize he’d pulled the handle until cold water cascaded down on her like a shockwave. 

She gasped, and came to herself as the icy water poured over her head. Dominic’s face wavered through 

the water. 

“Get your shirt off. You have to get it away from your skin.” 

Khalia sputtered and shook her head. 

Dominic turned his back to her. “Do it! I don’t want to see you with your top off! I want to save your 

skin!” 

She saw his logic and struggled to get the sodden lab coat and sweater off, and then her bra. Dominic 

never looked her way, even as the wet clothes fell on the floor beside him. The shower stopped. Khalia 



wrapped her arms across her breasts and stood shivering and staring down at the red rash on her white 

skin.  

Vermeer, without turning his head, slipped off his lab coat and handed it to her over his shoulder. As 

soon as it dropped over her shoulders, she felt warmer. 

“Decent,” she said quietly. 

He turned. She struggled to meet his eyes, and crossed her arms protectively across her chest. 

“I’ve got two shirts on,” he said. His face was perfectly straight. No amusement, no leer. “Would 

you like the button-up or the t-shirt underneath?” 

“Wh-what?” 

“Which shirt?” 

“Uh… the t-shirt.” Khalia stared at her red push-up bra on the floor. Water ran in rivulets from it to 

the drain. Damn, did she have to wear that one? Couldn’t it have been the sensible black one? 

The black one had been in the heap of laundry. 

Vermeer wasn’t looking at it. He unbuttoned his shirt and stripped off the grey t-shirt underneath as 

if he undressed in front of strangers every day. Didn’t even bother to turn his back. Not that he had 

anything to hide. His slim frame bore the marks of working out, or good genes, or both. 

She wanted to cry, and it made her angry. She sucked in her bottom lip and lifted her chin. 

He handed her the shirt, turned his back and set to putting the black button-up back on. Apparently 

that was the moment for her to take off the lab coat and put the shirt on, still warm from his body heat. It 

smelled faintly of sandalwood. Over top, she put the lab coat back on. It covered her drenched slacks, 

but she could feel water pooling in her shoes. “Decent,” she said. Her voice came out small and pinched 

off. 

Dominic turned back just as Barjinder came through the door. 

“What has happened?” Barjinder looked at the clothes and red bra on the floor and actually blushed, 

even as he was hurrying across the room. He glanced between her and the water, still slipping into the 

drain. 

“I spilled some cleaner,” Khalia said. She wrapped her arms around herself and hunched her 

shoulders. Once again she could feel the tears welling up in her eyes. “On my shirt.” 

“Maybe she should go home?” Dominic said. “She will catch a cold.” He had the grace not to say 

‘She can’t run around without a bra for the rest of the day’. 



“I-I took the bus.” Khalia face grew hot in spite of how cold she was. Go on the bus in a lab coat and 

no bra? She’d die of pneumonia first. 

“I can drop you off. I came by car,” Dominic said, still as straight-faced as ever. “It will be lunch-

break in fifteen minutes anyway.” 

“N-no…” 

“I would take you,” said Barjinder. “But I came by bus. Perhaps Jennifer would…?” 

“No.” No, not Jennifer. All hell would break loose if Jennifer heard about this. “I’d be happy if 

you’d give me a lift, Dominic.”  

Dominic nodded. “Where do you live?” 

“Area 512B.” 

“Not far from me. Come, I’ll take you now.” 

Still she hesitated. 

“You’ll be far more comfortable.” He reached down and picked up her dripping clothes. He dropped 

the items, red bra first, into a poly bag and held it out to her. “I insist.” 

With her coat on, she was finally able allow her arms to hang down her sides. Dominic, in a high-

collared, black wool coat, led her through the turnstiles and out into the parking lot. Her breath froze in a 

cloud as soon as she stepped out the door. Her damp skin rebelled into goose bumps. She shoved her 

hands into the pockets of her nylon jacket and wished she’d had time to pick up her wool coat from the 

drycleaner. 

He led her to a compact black car, with shiny, tinted windows. It looked far too expensive for a man 

who’d just finished an internship, but if Dominic Vermeer was as gifted as Adam said he was, the 

government had probably given him a pretty good start in the world.  

The car chirped, and Dominic opened the passenger door for her. He stood behind it like a solemn 

sentry until she got in, then crossed to the driver side and got in. The car started up with a roar. 

Even when my car gets out of the shop it won’t sound like that. She had a nice car once, but after 

Jeremy died and left her with all his debts, plus medication to pay for, it had been the first thing she’d 

sold. The government only kept the professional class happy when they weren’t associated with enemies 

of the state, disturbers of the peace.  

"What's your address?" Vermeer asked quietly. 

"I, uh... Thirty-four, sixteenth street. District 512B."  

Dom tapped a button on the center console. "Go to, thirty-four, sixteenth street. District 512B." 



"Go to thirty-four, sixteenth street. District 512B?" a cool, female voice asked. Khalia jumped, then 

blushed. Her old car did that too, but she'd forgotten. 

"Yes," Dominic said. The car eased out of the parking spot and accelerated gently toward the main 

road. Dom rested his hands lightly on the dormant steering wheel and stared straight ahead. 

Khalia didn’t look at him until they reached her doorstep in the shabbier end of neighborhood 512B. 

“Thanks,” she said softly. 

Dominic glanced at her and smiled, the first time she’d really seen him smile. “Not at all, Khalia. I’ll 

see you tomorrow.” 

She got out of the car and was halfway to the front door when Dominic’s voice came from behind 

her. “You might want this.” He had already come to her side of the car, carrying the plastic bag of 

clothes. The red bra was stuck in the bottom of the bag, prominent against the dark clothes. 

“Yeah, might not want to explain the bra to your girlfriend, huh?” It came out clipped and harsh. 

Dominic’s expression didn’t change. “I’m sure that would be complicated if I had a girlfriend.” He 

put the bag in her hand. “Have a good evening.” 

A good evening? How would the man ever take her seriously after this? She’d spilled caustic 

cleaner, then frozen up like a little schoolgirl. She’d stripped in front of—well, behind—that brilliant… 

sexy man and now she’d have to work with him. Every day. 

She jammed the key into the lock. 

Yes, yes, he is sexy. 

At least it isn’t the maintenance man this time, damn it. 

Just for once I wanted to maintain a professional image. 

She pulled the sensible black bra out of the dirty laundry and peeled off the soft, grey t-shirt. A fresh 

breath of sandalwood wafted over her. She turned and sat down in the middle of the queen-sized 

mattress. Slowly, she fell over onto her side and stared at the light spot on the bedside table where the 

picture frame used to stand. The picture, like Jeremy, was long gone. All that was left was the mark. 

She knew how this would go. She’d be Incompetent Khalia to him, too. She probably already was. 

__ 

“You want to switch, old man?” 

Casey slapped the split logs into crevices in the stack. Old man. He smiled toward the woodpile. To 

an eighteen-year-old, his thirty years must be well past middle age. “Just keep splitting, Josh. You’ll just 



mess up the stack.” The mechanical splitter ‘chunked’ and the next two logs fell to the ground. Casey’s 

frozen fingers had just enough feeling left to sting raw as he picked them up. Josh had twenty logs left in 

his stack. Once those were gone they’d get in the truck, where there was heat. 

Josh thrust another log between the jaws of the splitter. The fingers of his leather gloves flapped 

open as he reached for the lever. Casey sighed. 

"There must be a better way to do this," Josh said as he pulled the handle, "They could get one 

Empty to do this, twenty-four-seven." 

"They get a manufactured person, and we'll be manufacturing ourselves coffins," Casey said with 

more force than he'd intended. "So split."  

Josh looked up, eyes bleak and angry underneath his grey wool cap. “A couple more days and we’re 

laid off. I guess we might as well enjoy the cold.” 

“Will your family take you in?” Josh was one of the few who lived at the farm during the work 

season. 

“Maybe.” 

Casey looked back from the woodpile, and Josh paused, his hands hovering over one of the oak 

lengths. “If not, you know where to find me.” 

“Thanks for saying that, but I know you can’t take me in.” Josh swiped at his nose and pulled the 

lever. The wood fell on either side of the splitter, its pale center gleaming. 

That was true, but it seemed for every needy soul that came to him, their tiny, clandestine church 

found a place for them. “All the same, Josh. If you need something, you tell me.” 

The youngster pressed his lips together and said nothing. 

Yeah, I know. What can I do for you? He’d lived Josh’s life. He was Josh, twelve years older. He was 

nobody, predestined by society to be a nobody. Neither of them would ever rise much higher above it. 

'Natural selection,' the intellectuals in the academies called it. Casey scoffed at that word 'natural', for 

the culling of those with inferior intellects, bodies, or social value was as artificial as the manufacture of 

superior MP workers to replace them. But that had been decided long before his time. 

He sighed. "If we don't look out for each other, no one will. You come to me if you need help. You 

hear me, Josh?" 

Josh shoved another log onto the splitter and nodded, though his face was dark and sullen.  



Casey scrunched his fingers together, willing a bit of feeling into the numb fingertips, then reached 

for the fallen chunks of wood. He, like Josh, didn't actually want to think that far ahead. Right now he 

just wanted the warm truck and a cup of coffee.  

__ 

“Casey.” Jack Lincoln sidled up beside him as they walked away from the ration commission. He 

lowered his voice nearly to a whisper. “I’ve got something to trade for meat.” 

“Whatcha got?” Casey mentally reviewed the contents of his little chest freezer. What could he 

afford to trade? Fall’s hunting ‘season’ had been kind to him, but the winter would be long. 

Jack reached into his canvas backpack. “I found this in a recycling bin on my run today.” He pulled 

out a thick book, bound in burgundy. Gold letters said, “The Republic.” 

“Plato!” Casey reached for it, hefting the hardcover book in his hand. Oh dear Jesus! 

“And this.” Jack held up a tattered soft-cover edition of Ben-Hur. 

Casey grabbed it in his free hand and stopped, just on the edge of the sidewalk, and stared down at 

them. With one thumb he caressed the dog-eared pages of Ben-Hur. 

Jack bent over him, his hands pressed together. “So? A pound each?” 

A pound each. Two pounds was enough meat to feed him and Justine for four days. Four days’ food 

for a book? 

Ahh... 

For a moment Casey thought about fasting, just to have Ben-Hur in his library, but in this kind of 

cold weather? 

“I’ll take Plato,” he said. He held in his sigh. “Trade Ben-Hur to Ernest. No doubt he’ll trade coffee 

for a week, and maybe he’ll lend it to me.” 

Jack followed him up the stairs to his apartment, and Casey handed over a plastic-wrapped pound of 

venison. As soon as the other man was out the door, Casey cracked open Plato.  

Plato!  

“Can you use Plato in a sermon?” he said to himself. Casey grinned. Ernest would be chomping to 

get his hands on this one. Oh, but Justine would laugh when she saw it. 

She would have loved Ben-Hur. 



“No!” he said, his voice loud in the empty apartment. “You be thankful, Casey Freedman. You read 

Plato to the glory of God, and laugh because those academics think it’s beyond you.” It wasn’t the most 

sanctified speech, but it beat down the jealousy for the moment. 

Beyond him! It wasn't so far off from true. By rights, Casey should have been the same deadbeat 

scum his father had been. His father would've never dreamed of reading Plato, or even lifting his head 

beyond his station. But Casey read to free his mind from the degradation of daily life. He might have 

been barred from the academies, but there was always that chance that his own children might take the 

aptitude tests, if he could raise the money. They would never have the fires of their minds stoked 

properly if his own mind wasn't ablaze. 

__ 

The problem with starting a new job was that it meant going to a new supermarket on the way home. 

Dominic shut the door of the Mercedes and stood, grimacing at the brown and green building. At the 

market by Symbiosis, he could be in and out in twenty minutes. Today, he bet it would take forty. 

No use in prolonging the agony. 

As Dom marched through the first set of doors, a young man in a green vest nodded to him and 

opened the next door for him. Dom took in his classic, blank features. The young man was a domestic 

manufactured person—there to open the door for the privileged like him, and keep the working class 

out. Dominic averted his eyes. 

It took him half an hour to find the almond milk, eggs, chicken, vegetables, and miscellaneous things 

he bought every week. He brought it home, put it away, and was into his third mile on the treadmill in 

the fitness room before the day began to sink in. 

So this was Caspian. 

Despite his pep talk in the car at seven-fifteen that morning, his hands had still shook as he swiped 

the temporary ID and pushed through the turnstiles. Last time he’d passed that way, he had hurdled over 

them and disappeared into the undeveloped land beyond the parking lot—each moment, expecting 

something to catch him. 

Dom clicked the up arrow and increased his pace.  

Back when he'd begun at the Academy, he'd been coloring his hair and wearing glasses and trying to 

look as 'un-manufactured' as possible. It took him six months to realize it was unnecessary to disguise 

himself, and he'd returned to his natural, unremarkable looks. 'MP' didn't cross their minds. To them, it 



was inconceivable that an 'Empty' could sit in class next to them, beat them academically, or compete 

for residency at Symbiosis. He was one of them, simply because no MFP could make it in the normal 

world. 

Dom frowned and swiped at his brow. If his world could be called normal. What frame of reference 

did he have to judge normal by? Normal was a luxury that a man with only seven years to his past could 

not afford.  

The door clicked open behind him, and a forty-something guy with a shiny, bald head and striped 

sweats jumped on the treadmill beside him. He glanced at Dom and nodded. Dominic did the same. 

They ran, side by side, in silence like they did every weekday night. Dom had no idea who he was. 

Then there was Khalia, the tiny scientist he’d overpowered on the day he escaped. There had been a 

nagging pang in his mind saying she'd recognize him for what he was, but there had been no sign she'd 

thought him anything but human.  

There was irony in this fact: today he’d been her rescuer. 

As she’d shivered in his shirt and lab coat, her arms folded like a barrier across her breasts, her 

ebony eyes had filled with tears. But the delicate ridge of her shoulders had formed a hard line under the 

white fabric and she raised her chin. She was beautiful then—not the sort of beautiful that he’d notice in 

passing, but the sort that made him want to follow her into the house and get her out of the lab coat.  

An affair might be exactly what he needed. The closer he was to her, the greater his chances of 

molding her ideas and therefore MFP2. The greater her trust, the better his chances of staying at Caspian 

for long enough to finish the job. 

Or at least give it a heck of a start. 

An hour later, he stood in the kitchen in just his sweats, sautéing veggies for his usual Monday stir-

fry. The open laptop on the table paused in the newscast he had streaming, dinging the arrival of an 

email. Dominic tossed the last handful of veggies in the wok and walked around the counter to check it.  

No subject, no salutation. Just how was your day? signed by 'Uncle Jim.' 

Dominic turned back to stir the veggies. A bitter taste formed on his tongue and a twisted smile 

crossed his mouth. Jacques Chassagne called, he answered. Chassagne had put him in the academy, and 

greased his way into all the classes he'd needed. No matter how good his grades, and no matter how hard 

he worked, that had always hung over him—the thought that he didn't deserve to be there. 

Dominic piled the stir-fry on a bed of brown rice and set it down in front of the computer. He paused 

with his fingers above the keyboard.  



Quickly coming up to speed, he typed, I will compile all information of interest to you and arrange a 

meeting within a week. 

The reply was swift. Good. 

Good. Dominic snorted. He could imagine the big Frenchman lounging in a velour robe, smoking 

and tapping out that message with one finger. Chassagne probably never did anything of the sort, but 

Dominic could never divorce that image from him. 

Dom's mouth twisted. Deliberately, he inserted a bite of stir-fry in his mouth and shut the laptop. A 

little longer. Chassagne had promised. Complete this task, and he'd never see Jacques Chassagne again. 

 


